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we travel and we cannot dig it up
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on as pilgrims, staff in hand, keep
ing our eyes fixed on the heavenly
county. "Here we have no con
tinuing city but seek one which
is <o come."
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which St. Paul gives us, and, un
I have sometimes observed the like some advisers, he gives a very
habits of the hog; he seems to be oood reason for our taking it. He
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forever lcokmg at the gioundand says,

_
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'Let your
conversation .
-

eye tells of love; his face beams
with yearning. You look close y,
and you perceive that there is no
knob or latch on the outside of the
door. It can be opened only from
within. Do you not see the mean
ing The Spirit of God comes to
your heart's door and knocks. He
stands there while the storm gath
ers and breaks upon his unshel
tered head, while the sun declines
arid the night conies on with its
chills and its heavy dews. He
waits and knocks, but you must
open the door yourself. Tbe latch
is on the inside.—J. R- Miller,D. .
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in your streets every day neglect the tables of stone, written with forgive him.' "
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From the multitudes of testimonials we quote just a few:
In Holman Hunt's great picture,
Central Congregatlonali»t: -Many of the Incidents are exceedingly pathetic, and
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called "Tbe Light of the World," can scarcely fail to stir any tender heart to tears.
The Union Signal, organ of the W. O. T. U.: "This book Is neither doctrinal nor
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face,
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prevailing
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